The following study presents some considerations on different subjects regarding the field of art, from the art of using sounds in theatre and the importance of the Greek tragedy to the subtle differences between opera and theatre. The sound experiment is to be approached knowing that the audience is, in some way, deaf. The renewal of the sounds, even of those coming forth from the remote ages, is part of the author's lust for a theater that celebrates real contact and real feeling, with a unique expression of force, of intense colors and sharp energies. The main goal is to discover the actor's or the opera singer's work with the sounds, with the vibration of the words in his body, thus investigating the "meanings" of the pure sound.
The Life of Sound
For actors, old Greek is probably the most generous material of all that has ever been written. Antiquity has truly felt the need of inventing a poetic language able to fulfill this overwhelming mission: sending messages by means of words at great distances, in a space open not only to the soul of all the inhabitants of a citadel, but also to the sea, the sky, and the stars.
It is easy to imagine how these words were meant to carry a force and an energy capable of supporting this type of contact. We do not know much about the life of those people, the carriers of these words two thousand years ago. We know nothing about the training for acting that they have undergone. We do not know how their voices sounded, or what their movements were. But we are sure that this was really possible: human beings like us, with arms and legs like ours, with similar lungs and voices, succeeded in channeling the invisible energy of distance communication. Of course, we can read scholarly books on the history of the performance or some studies of archeology and we will learn some things from all of them. However, the actor, through his work, has the privilege of discovering a reality which is much more concrete and direct. Getting close to this material, he tries to fix the quality of a certain vibration, of a certain sound once produced by his fellows of those times. The whole research has the purpose of finding again that sound, that word, the discovery of what it could have meant once.
By uttering the ancient verse not only the rhythm but also the imagination is enlivened. You try to see images in the sound. You become the first user of those words. The hidden vibrations reveal themselves and you begin to apprehend the score of the text in a way which is truer than you could ever achieve by any mental logical analysis. Not only imagination, but the entire being is awakened to life through the action of words. It is a matter of revealing the paradox according to which the head, the heart, and the voice are not separate entities; on the contrary, they are intimately connected among them. The whole body is nothing but a complex and sensible instrument which should be tuned if you want to use it well. You need to discover the source of the sound in order to utter it naturally, and the actor should be aware of this source, to find its point of support which would allow him to further develop it. Movement and voice belong to a common effort. Gesture and breathing coexist, mutually dependent, as the expression of a whole. You arrive to the exploration of these possibilities not only by means of a certain technique, but also by the emergence of a special sensibility.
The word was written in order to be lived when uttered, in a direct relation with sound, revealing the endless impossibility of creating moods and conditions like in music. The word exists by itself and by nothing else. It springs from somewhere. It goes somewhere. You can feel its vibration. You keep it. You try to make this chord vibrate inside you.
2. Between the Theatre and the Opera I like to repeat the words of Kierkegaard who said that "through music we communicate with God without any intermediary." Indeed, if music is the supreme art, why would we need the opera performance as an intermediary? Many are those who would rather listen to an opera on the CD or in a concert than go to the performance. In order to find the utter perfection of the sound, undoubtedly, it should be listened on a good CD, nothing surpasses it in accuracy. But for the lovers of a direct experience, what is there to choose between the opera as a performance and the opera as a concert?
Everywhere around the globe opera managers strive to hire great names in order to attract the public and it is only natural for them to bring, if they can, the best voices in order to enhance the quality of the event. If in a type of concert, like the one I have recently seen in Wien, a singer such as Edita Gruberova sings Norma, it is completely acceptable, as her voice still transmits with expressivity the delicate notes of the music score, although the singer is over sixty years old. Closing your eyes or not, you listen to her or you watch her in a distinguished evening dress, and the relation is a correct one: being at a concert, you do not think for a second that Norma should be a young woman who has small children to raise, a consequence of a secret passionate liaison.
You accept the reality of the convention and you receive without an intermediary the pure impact of the music. The problem is when Gruberova replaces her concert dress with the costume of Norma while still remaining Gruberova instead of becoming Norma. The manager knows that people came to see her, the brilliant singer, so what difference does it make if she is Norma or not, as long as she sings the notes so well?! So what if she is not able to build a believable human character if she can sing the high notes so well? "This is how it is at the opera, and this is how it should remain!" say the professional amateurs.
But the same ambitious manager, trying to reconcile everybody, i.e. to give the impression that the opera is modernizing, also invites the stage director, who is however systematically defeated by the system. I have learned that from my own experience, as whenever I had to work with the Gruberovas of this world, frustrated because nothing could be done, I contented myself with sitting comfortably in the concert hall, listening to the beautiful music or, in order to account for the fact that I am a director, to work a little with the extra in the second plan, because they at least want to perform.
The alternative for opera managers would be to hire young singers, well chosen according to vocal as well as acting requirements, and to offer to the club of Gruberovian fans only extraordinary concerts with the adored diva. The opera would cost less, tickets would be less expensive and thus a new young public could be educated. The great Edita can charm her purists without an intermediary in concerts, because it is there that she is wonderfully distributed, and a new public, who wants opera and theatre, will go to see Norma waiting for the curtain to reveal a real world, with living characters that have a story to tell. Everybody, including the manager, would be satisfied. Because you go to the opera in the same way you go to the theatre and you want to believe in what you see, not just to close your eyes and listen. You need, just like at the theatre, a singer who has the right age and is physically convincing. In the same way an obese and unattractive Juliet would be ridiculous on the stage, a sixty-year-old Norma seems if not grotesque, at least unconvincing. If I were the manager of an opera, I would give the young parts to young singers, among which there are many with good voices. As things go, we are in an almost constant war: great well-known stars, knowing that they do not correspond physically, are frustrated if they are asked to move around, the stage director is frustrated and blocked by the prima donnas' stubbornness, the conductor is the advocate of music and he encourages the static, the manager of the opera is nowhere to be found, as he is in an urgent meeting. Everybody has to lose, including the critics, confused by the war between the old and the new, by the mixture on the stage! When I was asked, coming from the theatre, to work at the opera, it seemed natural that, instead of speaking, characters sing their parts. In time, I realized that this was not exactly the only difference. Because a singer, unlike an actor, has to follow an extremely complex rhythmic structure which demands strictness and an absolute precision. The actor has more freedom of interpretation but, unlike the singer, he seldom structures his part attentively and he risks becoming negligent and lazy, having too much faith in momentary inspiration.
Very often, in the first day of rehearsals, actors mutter their part, understanding only half of it, some of them without knowing what the play is about. At the opera, as early as the first day of rehearsals, singers know the score by heart and are ready to sing. What a difference compared to the actors, the professionalism of the singers! But there are other curious aspects: as they have already sung the part elsewhere, they are familiar with every inflexion, and I feel intimidated and helpless when I find out that all they require from me is to tell them from where to enter and to exit the stage! It took me some time to understand singers. I knew how much actors needed me, but I was not so sure what I could do for those perfect machines for producing high notes, as the singers seemed to be at first sight!? In time, I have established a bridge and built a relationship of mutual respect. I have accepted the fact that a singer cannot sing anywhere on the stage, or very far from the orchestra, or an entire air with the back to the audience. It is very hard to sing a fortissimo while lying on the ground or with one's feet up. When a singer tells me that he cannot produce a certain sound in a posture which seems difficult, as I am not a singer, I have no choice but to believe him, or if he needs to come close to the footlights during an air, I am flexible to this type of practical reasons. The actor however can roam freely wherever he wants during a soliloquy, although I regret the fact that the old rules followed by Eleonora Duse when she would place herself in a certain angle to make a certain gesture with a hidden design, these old rules of the profession, which were used by her and by old theatre actors to impart that sacred shiver, are now long forgotten… If in an opera the rhythm and the tempo come from the music, in the theatre they are more difficult to perceive and very often we do not know how to use them. In a play by Shakespeare, rhythms are inscribed in words and in the link between them, but you must be a John Gielgud in order to bring them to life on stage. The advantage for the director is that in the theatre he is the creator of time; thus, in my case, I decide upon the general rhythm of every scene and in detail the rhythm of every phrase. It is a pleasure to work with a young actor and to discover together the music behind every consonant or vowel. At the opera I can only control movements. At the theatre I can expand, slow down, discontinue or accelerate the rhythm, while these kinds of liberties are forbidden to the director of an opera. Music is something given and it cannot be changed. But, paradoxically, I discover sometimes that I have much more liberties in the opera. Because, while working with structures established by the composer, I find in their exactness a liberty of improvisation. What accurate discipline and charming grace can be found in Mozart's tempo! And there are so many possibilities for movement. But, if a director coming from the theatre follows during a rehearsal only the words written in a libretto, interpreting them as a dramatic text, without any sensibility for the music, singers begin to lose their confidence. In an opera, the analysis of the text, without any connection to the music, leads nowhere. A director's talent rests in his ability to direct music.
Any specialist can speak for hours and days about the qualities of a voice. The fanatics of the opera voice, although fewer, are as inveterate as the ones of football. They speak only about the voice; they come to the opera to hear the voice, the voice and nothing but the voice. It is no wonder that, for them, stage directors are the locusts who have invaded the opera's grounds and should be extinct. But at the theatre, on the contrary, nowadays is ridiculous to have a "voice." Especially in the modern theatre nobody speaks "like in the theatre." Film actors trained at the Actor's Studio imitate, more or less successfully, the monotonous, naturalist, without any inflexions, life-like manner of speaking of Brando, De Niro or Pacino. But I regret the fact that we have lost in the theatre that feeling of the voice's melody, of a certain emotion, like the one of Lear in the storm, whose expression sounds more natural when sung. I still have in my ears the resounding echo of Vraca's or Storin's musicality, voices which resembled the ones of the opera.
For me it is a privilege to be able to listen to music from the moment when the répétiteur starts to sing with brio the first notes of the score, at the beginning of the rehearsal. But I have an obligation in relation to this privilege. It is my responsibility to find a correct balance between the musical and the dramatic needs, between sound and movement, so that what happens on the stage and what is heard from the orchestra should complement each other harmoniously. Sometimes harmony is born out of contradiction. For example, I ask singers not to move in the rhythm of the music: if the rhythm is allegro vivace, the body should not imitate the excitement of the music, but it should seem, on the contrary, calm. This contradiction of the rhythm creates an adequate tension between music and movement.
Continuity is the most difficult to obtain in the theatre. Continuity is an adequate, natural rhythm. In a movie, where one works with edited fragments, continuity is in the editing. But how can you obtain continuity in theatre, from one scene to another? What is the connection between words in a line? Or what is the connection between vowels and consonants in a single word? Which are the movements that break the continuity and stop circulation? In the opera, music respects continuity. When I work in the theatre, I often use expressions from music: staccatolegato. At the opera, there is no need for that, they are already there.
I return to working with the actor and the singer. At the opera, as well as at the theatre, the more an actor or a singer is unsure of himself, the more he wants to establish everything earlier. And the more I feel that he is anxious and nervous, the more I, who am an anxious person, become even more nervous than him and, as a consequence, I try to change forever, to improve the movement endlessly. And the fact that I want to make changes causes earthquakes in the backstage like a virus in a computer. I work best with those who accept calmly that it is the search that is important, not the result; I am on the side of the travelers who are passionate about the voyage and not the destination.
Rehearsals at the opera are much too short. What takes a lot of time is the negotiation between well-crystallized old habits and a new vision. The hidden enemy at the opera is the cliché of tradition. More than at the theatre, where tradition has been forgotten, in the opera there are "specialists" who "know" and follow closely the tradition even when it is dead. I hardly have the time to discard the singers' clichés, to seduce them to understand my ideas, that the rehearsals with an orchestra begin and I have to withdraw to the backstage, which is at a great distance from the scene. I adjust with difficulty to this huge gap which separates me from the singers, while the other day, in the small intimate room of rehearsals with a piano, I was only two steps away. But how fantastic the orchestra sounds! It is the orchestra that creates the subtext: what is not sung on stage is expressed by the orchestra. If in a play by Chekhov the subtext is always between the words, fluid, subtle, difficult to define, in the opera it is carefully described by the musical score, it is concrete, as the orchestra expresses exactly what the characters think and feel. So it is absolutely necessary for the director and the singers to listen carefully to what happens in the orchestra pit. Usually, however, the manager is either deaf or indifferent, obsessed only with the appearance of the image, and the singers are seldom interested in anything else than the degree to which the entrance allows them to sing. The conductor, on the other hand, often behaves like a metronome, only wishing to maintain the rhythm he imposed. Everybody goes their separate ways, nobody talks to anybody -and this is often called "collaboration" at the opera! Even in more peaceful circumstances, once the orchestra enters, the director has finished his job, as the rehearsals belong exclusively to the conductor, and the stage director can only remain at the backstage. From here he tries to change as much as he can the last details of the play without feeling left behind. Actually, to be honest, this is how I acted at the beginning, awed by the huge opera machine, with hundreds of people in the orchestra and on the stage, as opposed to the theatre, where I was used with fifteen actors, which sometimes seemed too many. But, in time, I understood that the only possible option is to fight conventions, winning thus the notoriety of a troublemaker or a nonconformist by the fact that, unless I am deprived of the bridge which is placed during every rehearsal to allow for the easy passage from the auditorium on the stage, I jump like a fidget on the bridge over the orchestra and I step in until the very last moment to better the play, in spite of all the restrictions, until the public enters the concert hall. I have borrowed this habit from the theatre, where I am always in control, staying close to the actors, directing them, playing with them, placing myself in their shoes, identifying with their condition. I am sometimes a friend, sometimes a mirror or a guide for actors: nobody condemns me there.
It is so good to work with a choir! I told myself after my first experience in Wales. My illusions were shattered when I arrived at the Opera in Paris! It was there that I met another type of choir: full of bitterness and with a negative attitude towards theatre in the opera. It is the sad case of those who are frustrated because they did not become soloist and they take their revenge however they can, the first target being the stage director. They know that they are protected by the labor unions which, with the force of a rhino deaf to any reasoning, are ready to start a strike at the smallest inconvenience, be it real or invented. I have always been suspicious when it comes to labor unions in art as, under the color of defending and protecting the artists, they annihilate any creative initiative. Creativity involves a risk, a restless search in the unknown. This search is paralyzed by the strictness of useless protection measures. This is how a group of union members from a choir behave: rehearsals begin at 10 o'clock and it is expected, as the time is very short, to enjoy their full attention in order to explain the directions, but nobody listens to me, as they all talk with each other. And I stand there with a microphone in my hand, but nobody listens to me. I ask the opera assistant to help me -he knows that he can win them on his side if he talks to them in a pleasant and honeyed manner: Mesdames et Monsieurs, les artistes du choeur, s'il vous plait… un peu de silence! But it is twenty minutes past eleven, and we already have to take a break. We have hardly begun, but I am told that if we exceed twenty one minutes past eleven the union's leader will notify the management and they will demand overtime pay -for a minute, the equivalent of an hour of "work!"
However, I had a wonderful experience at the Metropolitan Opera, with a choir that is one of the most famous in the world, in reality in the same way that the choir in Wien enjoys a great fame. I have very pleasant memories from such places. Many singers are as passionate about moving, dancing, playing as the actors are, and this pleasure of acting also helped them to sing better and more nuanced.
Modern stage directors are wrong both in the theatre and in the opera when, being afraid that the director's "message" does not reach the audience, they underline the ideas again and again. It takes a rapid suggestion of the drawing -a fluid movement -, not this heavy impact. It is this fragile emotion that is important, you do not have to underline the signs as if the audience were all deaf and dumb or almost handicapped. Stanislavski said that "the best directing is the invisible directing," as its signs should be subtle. If they are too subtle, they become flat; therefore the danger of finding what is already known. And I am sometimes guilty of this sin, as out of the desire of creating a bridge between our time and the old world of the opera, I have often considered myself under the obligation of proving that I have a "point of view," anxious to clarify and underline what was obvious, instead of allowing the music or the text to flow into me, to reach a sensible chord, and thus to answer from the inside, as a result of a strong emotion. And this is where I want to please singers who are strong and steadfast enemies of directing, accepting the fact that we, the directors invested with the commando mission of saving the opera, once we enter the concert halls with precious chandeliers and fine velvet, we have done much good, but also a lot of harm, as the invasion of stage directing on the lyrical scene also has, like any invasion, negative consequences. I do not sympathize with certain attitudes in directing: I cannot stand German directing, which has been focusing for thirty years on making social, political, existentialist manifestos (of course, with several exceptions), using, for example, Wagner's music for ecological comments or talking about Turkish emigrants in an opera bouffe by Rossini, an opera which, according to German directors, is not bouffe at all: moreover, if you dare to make it bouffe, you are categorized as a bourgeois artist sold to capitalism! However, in the most awful representation of Traviata, if a director "subtly" decides to show a film with the victims of AIDS, the commentary cannot ruin the opera. Music has its force, singers should sing their notes and, if the spectator, upset by what happens on stage, wants to close his eyes, he can hear Verdi unharmed.
In America, the theatre and the opera are classified as entertainment. I like this definition, although when I arrived in New York, young and rebellious, the idea of entertaining the others seemed frivolous, superficial. Now I think differently, because I have understood that by joining to the word entertainment another one, intention, things change a little. At the opera, as well as at the theatre (even Brecht says it), our mission is to entertain, but what does it mean to be easy, light, to amuse, yet with a serious intention?
Not to bore, to keep the interest alive, I agree, but to what purpose? What is the stage director's mission? What is a director? Peter Brook said that the director is an impostor or a guide in the night who, although he does not know the territory, has no choice, he has to keep walking. Even when he does not pretend to be God, the part he plays (at least in the theatre) involves a similar authority. However, although he must assume his role, he should modestly follow the intention of clearing the hidden substance, of searching for quality, as a true effort is rewarded by quality. We, the ones who work in a theatre, could ask ourselves: what prevails, our ability to love or to destroy? 
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